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Blackcat Elliot brings to mind guitar driven melodic rock with a taste of adrenalized garage indie modern

rock. Threads Tearing From The Inside is filled with hooks and catchy pop alternative rock material that

you will enjoy. 9 MP3 Songs ROCK: Modern Rock, POP: Power Pop Details: From the early roots of

three chord pop to catchy rock-n-roll tunes comes the power trio from Albany, NY known as Blackcat

Elliot. Blackcat Elliot brings to mind the stylings of guitar driven melodic rock like The Meat Puppets, Foo

Fighters, Ramones, Elvis C.  The Attractions, and Nirvana, all crammed into a blender with a dose of

Cheap Trick. So if you like the raw sound of adrenalized garage indie rock, then catch the modern rock

sound of Blackcat Elliot live. Some Reviews: Best of The Capital Region 2003 Voted number two best

local music act in the Capital Region. - ALBANY TIMES UNION Blackcat Elliot definitely put out a quality

show at WCDB's recent anniversary event, engaging some SUNY students to the point that they sought

me out for comment after the show. The general consensus was that it was nice to hear some quality

garage-rock. Definitely check them out if that sounds like your thing. - DJ SKILLS 90.9 WCDB Blackcat

Elliot plays the rock. What kind of rock? The only kind! The guitar rock. And yes, that would be

pronounced git-tar. The Blackcat gang is actually a phoenix-like little trio that has risen up from the ashes

of a number of local bands. Guitarist Kostas Gus Hais, for example, played with bassist Jamie St. Denis

in both Smallest Cow in the World and North Again. He also played with drummer Mark Klein in Dionysus.

But St, Denis didn't play with Klein in anything. But he does now. And they play the rock. - MICHAEL ECK
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